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Accommodation
I lived in a HOAS (Student Housing) building which purely housed exchange students. HOAS is
the main form of accommodation for exchange students in Helsinki. You apply through the
Uni’s Mobility Online platform, and I did this in March before I knew I was even accepted to the
uni as it’s a bit of a first in first served system, but it worked out fine. You can choose the type
of housing you would like e.g. shared apartment, shared room, studio etc. I had a shared
apartment with 5 other people, and it was actually a lot nicer than I anticipated – nothing like
Dunedin flats and super warm. My apartment building was located in Pasila – literally 5 mins
from the main railway station on the train, or 20 min walk to Kumpula campus if you’re out that
way. Defintiely do not expect to be paying Dunedin flat prices in Helsinki – it is significantly
more expensive. I was paying 414 Euros/month which worked out roughly $630 at that
exchange rate at that time. It does include all your utilities though such as power, internet, etc.
Your rooms have basic furnishing such as a bed, chair, desk, shelving etc, but you need to buy
all your bedding and anything else you need which I got really cheap from IKEA. You will quickly
learn IKEA is pretty much the best thing ever – even has a free bus out to the Espoo or Vanta
stores.
Traveling around Helsinki
When you do all your orientation stuff at uni, you will get a form signed that ensures you
receive discounted student transport from HSL. I would definitely recommend it, it cost me
about 85 euros for four months of unlimited transport around the Helsinki area on the trains,
buses, trams, and even ferries out to some of the islands. It’s also discounted for the regions
such as Espoo and Vanta, so it literally costs like 1 euro to get to the airport or out to Nuskio.
The transport network is also super reliable, I only experience a handful of delays due to
extreme snow weather, but other than that it’s always on time.
Visa
Unless you’re an EU national or have an EU passport, you’re going to have to go to Canberra as
part of the visa process, and there is no way of getting around this. Once you’ve filed the
application, you need to go there to submit your original documents (bank statement, passport
copies, uni acceptance letter) and get fingerprints taken. It’s literally only a 30 minute
appointment too. On the plus side, NZ residents don’t have to pay the 300 euro visa fee as we
have a special agreement with Finland that other countries don’t have. I applied for my
residence permit around the middle of May once I had received my acceptance letter from
Helsinki, and went to Canberra early June. My residence permit was approved as soon as I got
back to NZ.
Uni
I finished off my Masters of Planning degree at Helsinki, so just had to take enough advanced
level courses up to 30 ECTS. I was based within the Geography section of the Faculty of Science,

but took papers from Geography, Social Sciences and the Urban Policy school. There are a lot of
papers taught in English, you just have to do a bit of digging in the Weboodi course manual site
to find them. Because I was taking papers at a few different faculties, I ended up with a few
clashes, but I just talked to my lecturers and they just make you write an extra two pages or
something on the final essay, its generally not a big deal. I found the workload a lot less than
Otago and the academic grading even slightly easier, but I feel like that could have been
because of being a native speaker and not having to worry about writing in a different language
as a lot of exchange students have to deal with.
The timetabling system at the uni is quite different to Otago. They have your normal semesters,
but they run courses rather than papers, and these courses generally last for half a semester. So
I ended up taking 3 courses in the first half, and 3 in the second half. I actually quite liked this
system in the end, as it meant once you had finished a course, that was it and you could forget
about it. Sometimes you might get elements of group work, I did for one paper and it was
horrible because as I was the only native English speaker, so I got automatically assigned editor
for everything and it was just no good. So just beware that you will get asked a lot of grammar
questions and how to say things in English.
They split up all the exchange students into their departments, with two tutors assigned to each
group. This was really handy, as all my group took the same classes, and we all became really
good friends so hung out all the time outside of uni and in the weekends.
Expenses
Helsinki is an expensive place to live – the food is expensive, alcohol is expensive, and eating
out and buying drinks out is even more expensive. I definitely didn’t eat as well as I do in New
Zealand as some things were just so expensive. Although random things like dairy products
were actually cheaper. You can buy nicely priced clothes from places like Zara and H & M. Once
it snowed and got absolutely freezing I bought a good snow jacket from Vero Moda for 50 euro.
Make sure you go on a trip to Tallinn for somewhere to eat and shop cheap.
Travelling in Finland/Abroad
Make sure you take the opportunity to travel around a bit. In Finland, I did lots of travelling
around the Helsinki region, Porvoo, and did a week long trip up to Lapland which I highly
recommend. I did quite a bit of travel pre and post exchange, about four weeks each side. Once
you get to Europe, you can find really cheap flights, e.g. I had a five day trip to London in
November which only cost $150 return. Ferry tickets to Tallinn only cost 20 euro, and you can
get cheap flights to Riga and Stockholm too.
Is it really that cold?
The answer is it can be. It was pretty mild-ish up until October, then it got pretty cold. Then a
massive snow storm hit Helsinki for like a week in November and it turned into a winter
wonderland, like 10cm snow everywhere – apparently this was the most it had snowed in 10
years and the temperatures got down to -11. So make sure you have a good jacket, shoes and
lots of warm layering clothes! Also be wary that the sun sets at 3pm in the winter, which I

struggled with a bit- just make sure you take lots of vitamins. It’s a pretty cool place with all the
snow though, especially when all the winter Christmas lights are turned on and everyone gets
all festive. The most important thing in November when it is the darkest is to just try and keep a
routine and still get out and do things. You will acclimatise to the temperature!
Language
EVERYONE speaks English here, and honestly I learnt about 10 finnish words over the 4 months
I was there. I found the Finns to be the best non-native speakers I came across in Europe. At
first I felt a bit bad only being able to speak English, but then generally people like practising
their English on you.
Fun
Helsinki has a lot of cool things to do. Go check out the islands, all the museums on the first
Friday of the month are free. Nuskio national park is BEAUTIFUL and they have cool boats you
can row out on and barbeques. Kallio is a really cool alternative district that kind of reminds me
of Wellington – lots of cool cafes and bars that are a lot cheaper to drink at.
The verdict
An exchange is an absolute crazy experience – you’ll feel homesick, amazing and happy all at
the same time, but it’s totally worth it for the personal growth you make. Helsinki may not be
that well known, but its that very fact why I love it, its big enough to feel like a city but small
enough to get to know well in four months. You will make amazing lifelong friends and have a
new network of friends around the world which is helpful for free accommodation! Going on
exchange was the best decision I made at uni – along with being a mini OE and helping to feed
my travel bug for a while, learning in an European environment has definitely benefited my
masters experience.
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